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Welcome! 

 

We created this guide because as busy people we wanted to make sure that our 

finances were organized without having to spend hours thinking about it or 

re-organizing every few months. 

 

Managing money must be simple.  

It has to be, otherwise, I’d be a complete and total mess. Like most people, we have 

a lot of accounts in a lot of different places and I really don’t want to spend much 

time keeping it all in order. I spent some time putting together a system so that I 

could just “set it and forget it.” 

If you’re not the most organized person or if you’re embarrassed by the state of 

your accounts, it’s ok. There is a solution. And once you get it set up, managing 

money will be simple. 

Jump in and enjoy making progress in your financial life.  

 

5 Step Guide to Managing Your Personal Finances 
 

1. Label your savings accounts 

2. Draw yourself a money map 

3. Catalogue your automatic payments 

4. Roll-over rogue retirement accounts 

5. Figure out how to track things, easily 

 

 

Enjoy the guide and be sure to let us know what you thought. We love hearing from 

people who have joined our community! 

 

Erica (erica@theworthproject.co) 
Jordan (jordan@theworthproject.co) 
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Step 1: Label your savings accounts 

This is one of my favorite things to do. I like having my money split into a bunch of 

different categories. This isn’t necessary to do, but it makes me feel organized. 

For example, these are some of the savings accounts that we have: 

● Emergency fund 

● Vacation fund 

● Move fund 

● Freedom fund 

● Property tax savings 

● Business tax savings 

When our emergency fund is full (for us that’s 6 months of expenses), I know we 

can stop sending money there. We plan on traveling and moving this year, so we’re 

actively saving in those two accounts. Our freedom fund is my favorite savings 

account: we’re saving money for Jordan to make a career shift, and this account will 

help us do that. 

We use the other two savings accounts to set aside money monthly for irregular 

expenses, like our bi-annual property tax payments and our quarterly business tax 

payments. Saving for these monthly takes the sting out of paying the bill when it 

arrives. 

  

Step 2: Draw yourself a money map 

Here’s the gist of how we manage our cash flow each month: 

● Money comes into our checking account via our paychecks 

● Money is automatically transferred to savings and investment accounts 

● Bills are paid automatically, all toward the beginning of the month 

● The money that remains in our checking account is for us to spend 

You can read more about this in the Complete Guide to Creating Your Spending Plan. 

Once you have that setup, don’t accidentally forget the most important part: 

documenting your money map. 
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There’s nothing worse than needing to make a change to your savings and having 

no idea what day payments are taken, what account they’re taken out of, and where 

they’re moved to. 

This document doesn’t need to be anything fancy, but trust me, you’ll want to have 

it. You can draw yourself a little map like this if you like a visual approach: 

 

Jordan and I use an Excel document that has just a few columns: date of transfer, 

account from, account to, and amount. Any time we make a change, we change this 

master spreadsheet. 

You can click here to download How to Organize Your Finances Spreadsheet. 

 

  

Step 3: Catalogue your automatic payments 
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We have a lot of things that we’ve signed up for that we automatically get charged 

for monthly or annually (utilities like internet, cell phones, and electric bills, as well 

as other spending like iCloud storage). We also have some important bills that we 

pay automatically, such as our Ladder Life Insurance. 

Ask me to name these automatic charges off the top of my head and I can’t 

remember what they are or when we pay them. That’s not great when you need to 

make changes. 

For example, one of my credit cards expired and I needed to update my card 

number on some of our automatic payments. The problem was, I couldn’t remember 

exactly what needed to be changed. Annoyingly, I had to look through old 

statements to make sure I updated every account with an automatic payment from 

that credit card. 

That’s why on our master spreadsheet we have a second tab. On this tab, we have a 

list of everything that we pay automatically. Again, it’s not fancy. We have four 

columns set up: date, paid to, amount, and from what account or card. 

  

Step 4: Roll-over rogue retirement accounts 

This is not nearly as intimidating as it sounds. I spent far too long with my 

retirement account sitting with old employers or in old investment accounts that I 

didn’t really understand. I likely paid too much in fees and lost out on investment 

growth. 

Contact your old employer and take 15 minutes to figure out how to start the 

roll-over process. Having your money all in one place makes managing it that 

much easier. 

  

Step 5: Figure out how to track things, easily 

Like most people, Jordan and I have a number of accounts. We have savings 

accounts, taxable investment accounts, retirement accounts, joint and solo checking 
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accounts, a business checking account, and a business savings account. We also 

have a mortgage and a checking account at the bank where we have our mortgage. 

Oh, and we have treasury bonds. Can’t forget those. 

As you can see, things can get messy really quickly. And when things are messy, it’s 

hard to make good decisions. 

Finding a way to track our money easily has been a game-changer in money 

communication between Jordan and me. 

Up until getting married, I kept track of everything that wasn’t a checking or savings 

account in my head. I had a few retirement accounts that were still with my old 

employer (whoops) and I had two other retirement accounts with two different 

brokerages. I had a taxable investment account. I had my student loan. And I had 

two credit cards. 

I had financial breadcrumbs spread all over the place. I knew where they were, but 

they weren’t organized, let alone optimized. 

Jordan, being the extremely meticulous, organized person that he is, had a 

spreadsheet where he would track our net worth quarterly. When we got married he 

asked me to add my accounts to the list. 

Each time Jordan would sit down to update his spreadsheet, I’d somehow remember 

to tell him about one more account that I’d previously forgotten to mention. 

I sound like a mess, but I knew where everything was. I just didn’t have it written 

down and I didn’t have the attention span to sit with him and catalog everything into 

his spreadsheet. 

I could sense his frustration with me a few months ago when I remembered to tell 

him about another account I’d failed to mention in our last 5 years of marriage (it 

was really small, to be fair). 

When looking around for an option to make life easier, I stumbled upon Personal 

Capital. They have a free tool that was designed to make you more knowledgeable 

about the overall picture of your money. 

I signed up for an account, connected all of our bank, investment, 

retirement, and mortgage accounts, as well as our credit cards. It was 

simple, other than the fact I had to track down all of the passwords I’d forgotten. 

It’s amazing how quickly you can amass so many accounts. 
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Now that everything is connected to Personal Capital, either one of us can 

log in and get an instant snapshot of our accounts and balances, all in one 

place. 

I honestly really like being able to log in and see how much is left on our mortgage 

and remind myself of what’s in our retirement accounts. It’s kind of like a Mint, but 

for your overall financial health, not just your monthly budget. 

While this is an extremely powerful website with tools to help you analyze your 

investments, it does something much more basic than that: it helps me stay 

organized. If you want to a full review and video tutorial for Personal Capital, you 

can get that here. 

Jordan was able to ditch his spreadsheet and we connected all of our accounts to 

this: all bank accounts, retirement and investment accounts, credit cards, and our 

mortgage accounts. 

It’s cleared away so much mental clutter for me. Maybe I’ll work on clearing away 

the desk clutter next. 

And since the tool itself is free, it was an easy decision for me to create an account 

and set it up. 

(note: that is an affiliate link, but it’s a free tool I use and love and really wanted to 

share. For more information on affiliate links, see this disclaimer.) 
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